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Shifting From Social Learning Principles to Evidence-Based Education 

Models in the VET Domain? 
 
Some brief and preliminary notes on the principles and modes of implementation of a 

National Quality Assessment System in Norway.  

 

Currently quite a few VET reforms are under way in Norway. A national curriculum reform 

called the Knowledge Lift starts off this summer, introducing among others novel standards of 

literacy performance as common basics in all disciplines, VET disciplines included. 

Concurrently, legislative amendments are recently introduced by a publicly appointed group 

teamed by Ministry representatives as well as spokespersons for the social partners, the 

students and the teachers aiming at holding a different share of VET responsibilities between 

working life and school authorities. The control duties are left over to the financial authorities 

/ the state, while the social partners are supposed to get strengthened in their position as policy 

keepers and dialogue partners. The social partners are appointed a say in all issues dealing 

with regulating the interface between school and work life as well as all sorts of quality 

control and development tasks taking place at regional or national level. Thirdly, these 

priorities also are related to a recently presented national strategy plan for enhanced quality in 

VET underlining the importance of the maintenance of a continuous systematic work that is 

supported and upheld by social dialogue principles on the one hand and the advancement of 

new system indicators on the other. Finally, a fourth reform or reform element emerging these 

days is the implementation of a National quality assessment system (NQAS). This reform 

supplements the former three in building a new infrastructure for enhanced accountability and 

transparency on all levels in primary and secondary education, in the introductory phase 
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mostly known from the implementation of a new internet portal publishing among others 

school results in national tests balanced against information on resources or survey data on 

learning environment issues, et cetera.  

 

The present contribution aims to sketch out in a preliminary fashion the way these reforms 

appear to be interconnected – altogether from the angle of NQAS resembling the 

implementation of an evidence-based educational system. Within educational contexts this 

term of evidence-based practice is still rather rare, mainly in use in the UK or the United 

States only, and then merely as an ideological concept. There are reasons to believe that 

present educational reforms taking place in Norway – partly linked, among others, to the 

European Qualification Framework negotiations – are akin to the more systemic and 

established notion of evidence-based medicine. A common feature in all evidence-based 

practice is the conviction that the methods that practitioners use should be evaluated to prove 

whether they work, and that the results should be fed back to influence practice. It is, 

however, also more to it. The methods used for assessing practice must themselves become 

standardised – approvable, uniform and transparent.  

 

Singular feedback mechanisms within particular areas of the education domain do not alone 

make a “gold standard” system akin to modern medicine. What characterises evidence-based 

medicine is the embeddedness of these ideas in all sorts of infrastructure devices including 

routines built-in thus stretching beyond singular sites or scopes of action. We may group such 

standards in play into four categories: design standards, terminology standards, performance 

standards and procedural standards. These are types of standards which these days also are 

taking on prominence within the educational sector: E.g. structural specifications as regards 

individual rights or institutional responsibilities with respect to training and education, 

specifications of kinds of teaching material allowed utilized at exams, specifications as 

regards group size constitution at school levels (all design standards), EU harmonisations of 

key terms like ‘competence’ ‘accreditation of prior qualifications’ etc. (terminology 

standards), standard qualifications of behavioural conduct expected from the apprentices or 

the students in tests or / and specifications of required material conduct of work objects 

accomplished, in the latter case for instance as connected to indoor, respectively outdoor 

electricity norms (all performance standards), and, finally, guidelines of steps to be taken 

when specified terms of operation maxims are met, for instance in the manner of delineating 

follow-up procedures to be kept to meet user assessment evaluations or regular instances of 
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process control deviations (procedural standards), et cetera. Similar to what is happening in 

medicine – as in industry in large – here standards are produced, sorted out and recorded 

according to a standardised scheme of production consisting respectively of input variables, 

process variables and output measures (cf. the EQF model of standard “quality circles” of 

feed-back mechanisms).  

 

Processes of standardisation of this kind, then, compose a system in incessant development – 

a dynamic process of standardisation, that is – inside which the standards compile “boundary 

objects” necessary for the system to expand and develop. From a system perspective, in this 

process the standards themselves are employing a multi-functional role taking up at the same 

time the roles of means, outcomes and aims to obtain. All together these processes make an 

elaborate system of complex organisational matrixes additionally sustained, among others, by 

side-processes of cross-boundary data collections, meta-analyses, consensus building 

processes, and different types of research or evaluation undertakings.  In other word, standard 

procedures of process evaluations as well as processes of standardisation generating 

boundary-crossing uniform guidelines have become standard means for generating 

institutional quality and progress in the field.  

 

Nonetheless, standard production is part of modernity and therefore, of course, nothing new to 

education systems. What is particularly new in this turn to standard approaches, however, so 

it seems to me, especially when it comes to educational aims, is its ultimate search for 

optimality. At the end of the day this turn is grounded in principles of making the education 

more effective whilst efficient, including letting it become more accessible or social inclusive. 

It is also framed by the Bologna process principles according to which the main priority is to 

enhance labour mobility. Its overall or ultimate aim, then, is, in short, not competence 

development as such typical to educational institutions up till now but the maintenance of 

system effectiveness, including terms of system boundary regulations.  

 

Thence, the general point of mine of wanting to focussing on this turn to standard approaches 

in education making a comparison between NQAS and evidence-based medicine is threefold, 

all of which pointing to the emergence of a general departure from the familiar model of 

“legitimate, peripheral learning” principles of the past.  
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First, if the descriptions above prove probable, they point to the social / political 

embeddedness and multiple trajectories of a reform under way, alternatively, a process of 

standardization in operation: in this case both. What happens in the VET sector is not 

independent from processes taking place in other sectors. In Norway these days there are in 

fact parallel processes of standardisation in development within the domain of education as in 

the domain of health care going on, in each case including processes of working out novel 

indicators suitable for enhanced system effectiveness and quality control. Issues at stake not 

only are such as standards of composition of staff, standards of medicine costs, respectively 

standard costs of training, levels of days in hospital, respectively years in training, and levels 

of recovering / mortality rates, respectively numbers of drop-outs in school / numbers of 

passed exams in training, in each case novel diagnostic measures and standards also are 

worked out now even affecting the content of work (appertain to emergent changes in VET, 

see below). Additionally, these processes are themselves embedded. Roughly speaking, the 

parallel processes taking place in education and health care compose parts of elaborate 

restructuring processes streamlining the now called “service sectors” on to New Public 

Management principles. The NQAS implementation constitutes a system change it appears to 

me tailored to a NPM regime based on extended indirect control. As a matter of fact, the 

implementation of which composes, probably, the major structural resources by means of 

which such a regime is rendered possible in the education sector. That being said, then, 

eventually what happens in medicine and what happens in educations will not be the same as 

they are representing, among others, different institutional histories. Subsequently, I shall 

therefore leave the health sector out.   

 

In the light of these factors I believe present turn to standard approaches (or evidence-based 

education) makes a paradigmatic change in Norwegian VET system organisations. Starting, 

firstly, with the Act of Vocational School Education launch ed in 1945 (linked to the Act of 

Craftsmanship regulated at municipal levels), followed, secondly, by the Act of Apprentice 

launched in 1980 (making VET into a national encompassing system), then succeeded, 

thirdly, by the Reform 94 and the Act of Training and Education in 1997 (which in Norway 

set forth an integration of respectively general and vocation education and training on a 

common legal and institutional base), I believe it is reasonable to label current restructuring 

processes based in the so called Knowledge Lift Reform, including measures otherwise taken 

for the Norwegian system to adjust to international trends and processes such as the EQF or 

international test systems together with the implementation of the NQAS, as a fourth phase in 
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Norwegian VET history. My assertion is, in a period of sixty years the Norwegian VET 

system is running through four phases of development being based in the first phase in a 

system of “simple reproduction” or ad hoc system arrangements of local recruitments to 

firms, followed by an “expanded system” of training regulations in the second phase then 

supported by national laws and tariff regulations, so succeeded in the third phase by a 

“complex system” of system integration that in the main were regulated by means of finance 

measures for, finally, in the fourth phase to become, apparently, a “supra-complex system” 

aiming at systemic flexibility now to be grounded in processes of standardisation. Only the 

first two phases are phases in which the Norwegian VET system from a sociological point of 

view for the most part was socially regulated, as such following in the main a model of 

“legitimate, peripheral learning”. The last two phases to the contrary principally both 

represent variations of systemic ordinations and regulations. Thus, this short history of an 

expanded VET system grounded in a social organisation of working life recruitment and 

coordination makes the Norwegian VET system different from the continental versions of 

VET, including for instance historically also the Danish one.  

 

Reordering the domain by means of laws or standards reshuffles responsibilities in the field. 

Nonetheless, educational reforms including processes of standardisations as a rule never 

themselves follow linear, uniform or standardised paths. Standards always remain contestable. 

Their trajectories remain unpredictable, that is, dependent upon the way these standards or 

reform prescriptions are transported and translated into practice. In the following I shall 

therefore only point to some system incongruities as regards the social underpinnings of the 

reforms – which still is important – as it appears from reading the paper proposals.  

 

One change suggested is shifting the autonomy of enterprises taking in apprentices in training, 

which kind of follows up what in the aftermath of the Reform of 1994 happened to teachers’ 

position in school. At that time this shift was met with great protests from the teachers’ 

organisations, which now perhaps will be repeated from the side of the enterprises – and 

unlike the teachers’ demonstrations here possibly in the manner of system withdrawals. In 

Norway the standard VET education in most disciplines is structured according to a model 

consisting of two years in school and two years in enterprise (usually called the so called 

“main model”). From these two years the enterprises are paid for one year of training and 

education for them to accomplish while the second year of the apprentices’ stay and 

occupation in enterprise counts as profitable work and is non-paid, respectively, not 
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financially supported by the state. In three different ways the coming reforms affect the 

regular training in enterprise. Firstly, due to the want of establishing mechanisms enhancing 

system flexibility different trajectories of training in school will be allowed, which leaves it to 

the enterprise, in turn, to take care of failing “bits” so possibly engendered or otherwise 

maintain the standardising work of bringing the apprentice up to the performance levels 

required for acquiring a final diploma. Secondly, control measures guarding educational 

progress in enterprise are awaited soon to get implemented, including supervision routines 

indirectly controlling time regularly spent in enterprise on education matters as distinct from 

that of regular work task accomplishments. Thirdly, in order to at regular intervals to control 

the training taking place in enterprise, overall this training will be standardised branches and 

enterprises across. Moreover, consequently, such controlling measures possibly might induce 

a split between education and training at the expense of the latter to come forth. Training as 

seated in social arrangements linked to daily work will possibly be split off, that is. – Maybe, 

this will be apprehended as burdens too costly for the enterprises to bear to keep on in the 

business of training. 

  

On the other hand, the paper proposals also suggest a strengthening of the coordinative role 

taken by the social partners’ representatives, which in turn, perhaps, shall abate possible 

protests awakening “from below”. Politically, measures meant to restore the social partners’ 

coordinative and political position in VET regulations constitute a long-awaited initiative in 

this domain. Especially at the regional level the roles of the social partners gradually have 

been undermined the past ten to twenty years. Eventually the VET situation at regional / 

county level was ruled by the paradox fact of the social partners being legal responsible for 

the training taking place in enterprise by virtue of their controlling position in the so called 

VET boards on the one hand and the successive diminishing amount of information received 

by these boards from the county administration, thus having their chances to maintain their 

lawful duties obstructed, on the other. Present law work advises these positions now to be 

turned. Following New Public Management principles the state representatives at regional 

level – positioned above the county administration / the “school owners” – are suggested to be 

in hold of all supervision tasks at all educational levels, including supervisions of quality 

assurance systems as regards training kept at enterprise level that previously were maintained 

by the VET boards, whilst favouring, in turn, a closer cooperation and coordination to be kept 

between the county administration and the VET boards with respect to regular activities of 

planning or decision makings. Hence, this reordering reshuffles responsibilities in the 
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direction of enhanced state control of the education whilst simultaneously it is also enhancing 

the voice of the social partners with respect to working life issues (in exchange for loss of 

control). It favours, additionally, a system of control that equals private and public financed 

organisations.  In Norway private educations presently are taking on in the domain of 

vocational as in the domain of general education.  

 

A third group affected by the restructuring of the field in progress is the group of “school 

owners” / county administrations, differently organised in one county from another. Research 

in development indicates that county administrations already organised according to NPM 

principles possibly is less effective and less cost-efficient than administrations not organised 

according to these principles. Seemingly, more people are required hired in the former in 

order to accomplish, for instance, the same numbers of apprentices passed on to enterprise or 

handling the same amount of process control tasks or routines as do administrations based on 

principles of pragmatic, dialogue-led regulations vis-à-vis enterprises most often as 

represented by “training offices” of cooperative firms. In the latter case, for both sides, that is, 

the joint forces as represented by the training offices figure as a coordinative complexity 

reduction making the relation between school and working life manageable, stable and robust. 

Accordingly, for some county administrations today exceedingly dependent in their work 

upon collaboration with such training offices a restructuring of the domain according to NPM 

principles as recommended, including maintenance of closer control of each enterprise 

assigned education responsibilities, probably shall load their costs or practical burdens – or 

both. Instead of stabilising the system, perhaps, this undercutting of the pragmatic base of a 

previous mainly socially administered system might turn out as a counterproductive measure.   

 

A fourth group affected, which to the opposite positively approves the on-going restructuring 

processes taking place, is the group of actors represented by the “best practice” enterprises 

appointed by the educational authorities. Lately, this group has promoted itself as a collective 

driving force in the effort of restructuring the domain according to rules of enhanced quality 

control encouragement. This group takes advantage of such restructuring processes whilst 

reordering the market in accordance with rules of ascendancy already in their gain. Their 

counterparts, then, are the many small companies in which the owners are told apart from 

usually to conduct well-ordered education likewise often to keep their finance sheets in their 

hip pockets solely. Traditionally, these companies are representing ones amongst the most 

important contributors to the maintenance of the VET system in Norway. So we ask: Where 
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shall these people go when a national quality assessment system is implemented? Where, 

then, does VET go? And where does the training principles incorporated and embodied by 

these people go, principles that are based on expertise judgements and expertise imitation?  

 

Second, following from the latter, the turn to standard approaches also affects the students’ 

progress of learning and the training activities as such. First and foremost, it deeply affects our 

notions of practice-based knowledge. Adding to a split possibly induced in between education 

and training the reforms presently on the threshold of implementation also will be altering the 

standard levels required, including to permit a levelling of talk with practice or the act of 

reflecting upon practical measures with the value of authentic performance to take place. In 

short, potentially instruction manuals make the educational standard replacing the ideal and 

practice of craftsmanship. 

 

How does this come about? An important aspect of the coming curriculum reform is the 

replacement of former detailed specifications of discipline elements to be learned by a small 

numbers of bull-points listed, stating for each discipline the performance standards required to 

be met. This shift, in fact, entails many shifts adhered. Firstly, specifications of qualifications 

required to pass the exams are less comprehensive than it used to be, as such registered in a 

document now called a “platform of competences” in contrast to “final skills” as previously 

done. Deliberately, we are told, the notion of “platform” here is made use of just to indicate 

the mere milestone character of this end product that serves to build a first step of 

qualification to achieve in the course of a lifelong career development to follow. In order to 

combat drop-out tendencies amongst students at school – which in some practical disciplines, 

mainly industrial mechanics, amounts to the half of the students commencing this education – 

additionally the threshold value of qualifications required now generally is lowered compared 

with the ones of previous standard specifications.  

 

Secondly, the shift from putting emphasis on comprehensive discipline specifications on to 

accentuating some chosen performance standards adheres to a general trend in Europe – 

following up the so called Bologna process – of giving weight to in educational matters 

development of literacy standards rather than discipline norms. Slowly but surely, according 

to which the VET objectives are about to change. Somehow similar to processes leading up to 

the emergence of evidence-based patient-centred medicine, its focus is transferred on to 

treatments of clients away from professions, for, subsequently, in the case of VET largely 
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depriving it of its object base in order to become subject-centred and individualistic in line 

with the rest. Quietly, the VET is no longer VET but GET – a general education and training 

for obtaining general employability – as is all education. Its practice base delimits itself to the 

performative development of the apprentice as such – thus easier to control – rather than 

grounded in standards of work or standards of recruitment or membership routes belonging to 

the work organisation hosting the apprentice. Principles of “legitimate peripheral learning” 

are partly overridden, and partly made permanent, rigidly fixed, that is.  

 

Thirdly, in replacement for expertise standards present VET reforms give emphasis to 

integrating basic skills linked to literacy functioning into all disciplines. These are skills 

connected to learning to read, write and doing arithmetic as well as making use of personal 

computers and digital technology besides, of course, taking part in oral communication. 

Although practical in orientation, I presume this shift of emphasis might initiate a decisive 

break with principles of experience learning dominating VET in the past. Bluntly speaking, 

handling basic skills of literacy is nothing but being skilled in handling manuals – to read, 

understand and perform rules of instructions without having to be experienced or trained in 

the matter. We know from practice it is regular procedures already that statements made by 

the apprentices in assessing their work performance in turns of final exams actually may 

count more than their practice. You can do with words, adding worth to your work, what you 

cannot do with practice alone. In so doing, the apprentices even tend to compare themselves 

and their performance with operations of manuals – favouring the menu rather than the meal.  

 

Conclusively, standards of perfection in VET are no longer measured by your skills to 

produce and to stage objects for sale. Apprehensions of your talent make that object, your 

employability. 

 

Third, contrary to principles of fixed instructions there also are emerging new forms and 

arenas of practice bringing in new dimensions to VET. Sourced in old VET routines of 

recording chief data on training progress into a log book gradually more advanced 

infrastructure standards has emerged sustaining local processes of training as much as 

practices enhancing overall quality development. Especially within creative branches tools 

meant for simple process control are transformed into artistic devices compiling knowledge 

from different resources, including bridging people of different experiences and locations. 
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Record devices documenting training experiences en route make a cornerstone in the new 

system of training and system assessments. Originally, recording tools were implemented in 

the purpose of giving an account of procedural progress in the interest of keeping 

organisational and financial control. In fact, the first forms created were pretty much simple in 

outline that differed a bit amongst the branches, and were suitable just for making 

straightforward technical registrations. At first these forms were rooted in working life 

experiences and requirements of documentations. In the aftermath of Reform 94, however, 

several generations of log books were produced now standardising record keeping procedures 

also in school and all disciplines across. In succession, for instance, a standard format of log 

book routines was produced, now designed by the Ministry, which supported an organisation 

of training divided into three compulsory parts: planning, production and evaluations. Still, 

when this in turn was translated into all disciplines many branches then found their log books 

too academic, too abstract. It was no longer a device they felt themselves familiar with. 

 

A third generation of record keeping procedures was introduced a couple of years ago coupled 

with the implementation of new assessment principles. Also in the domain of VET novel 

formative evaluation principles were launched to supplement principles of summative 

evaluations more typical to recording practices of the past. Assessment systems rooted in 

portfolio procedures were introduced firstly as organised as an experiment in some branches 

and regional districts for later to get dispersed into most branches plus regions in the country. 

In the years to come it is expected that these kinds of portfolio procedures gradually will 

replace traditional arrangements of qualifying examinations. 

 

Main reasons given from the authorities for shifting assessment practices are the following: 

First, it makes a cheaper arrangement for the school owners to accomplish (and some training 

offices, therefore, argue against its introduction as many are benefiting from hosting exam 

arrangements). Second, it also supports a student-directed arrangement of training, including 

self-management principles practiced by students or apprentices themselves. In short, it 

supports the principal system aims governing all education of enhancing the effectiveness and 

efficiency of the training. Our concerns here, however, are somehow different. As long as the 

portfolio techniques remain sufficiently plastic, un-standardised and open for further 

development – serving aims other than effectiveness and efficiency only, that is – they also 

seem to support principles of practice-based education, now getting in through the back door, 
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so to speak. Examples of which, in particular, are some digital platforms currently in 

developments, mostly sourced in craft industries, which make the users into co-producers.  

 

Most typical to the use of such platforms is the way processes of standardisation are turned 

into schemes of dynamical feed-backs processes, especially the ones created for hair-dressers 

and flower arrangers (www.fiff.no). Standard measures are used no more than to direct further 

steps to be taken in the course of training, not to make the practice or products in creation 

uniform. They serve just to mirror rather than delineating the course of action, that is. This 

digital platform juxtaposing curriculum standards, material standards, product standards, best 

practice examples and individual records besides calendars including information bulletins is 

in constant development thanks to contributions incessantly added. Notably, this platform is 

so constructed that it lets the users learn from examples missing as much as from examples 

chosen, which in turn stimulates its further development. Prototypes failing instigate others to 

be produced. In this manner discipline interests are restored. This platform has become a 

vessel in which to record, communicate and carry on, on individual or collective base, 

trajectories of discipline perfection otherwise mainly lost. It makes an infrastructure for 

everyone interested to become a member to compare discipline practices of many kinds, 

which in sum, therefore, makes a multi-facetted object-directed learning eventually reinstated.  

 

In this case, then, neither singular objects for sale, nor singular apprentices en route make the 

working object by which to relate but precisely the boundary infrastructure relating them. 

This, I believe, makes the essence of a practice turn that in a roundabout way possibly may 

follow from the implementation of NQAS principles and practice.  

 

Even this platform serves aims of enhanced effectiveness and efficiency as well, of course. It 

serves in fact several purposes – besides aims of enhancing self-directed learning also 

including, indirectly, control of enterprise hosting the apprentice – as, moreover, it also seems 

to outshine, in a manner of speaking, qualities as related to social learning principles. Among 

others, by virtue of shifting focus onto the infrastructure principles of imitation as associated 

with the latter by now are getting replaced by principles of practice representing the key rule 

in play, thus in important manners contributing to an empowering of the apprentice to take 

place.  
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The quest for optimality. Summing up. Keeping VET safely on foot in the years to come is 

going to be difficult. From the perspective of learning and knowledge principles we know, for 

instance, that the value of practice-directed subjects generally is on the retreat in school, be it 

at the level of primary or secondary education.  Presently, in many Norwegian schools they 

allege they do not find the resources necessary in order to shore up these subjects substantially 

anymore in the manner of holding the materials or exercises as required. So, again, regularly 

students are left with no more than mere recipes to work on – quite literarily so, indeed. 

Things like this are happening all over the country as regards practice oriented subjects in 

school, in domestic science, in handicraft, and in carpentry. As a matter of fact, in many 

Norwegian schools locals made for such purposes are practically kept empty, unutilised and 

ineffective most periods of a school year running. Accordingly, in our times (of neo-

liberalism) trajectories of learning as related to practical subjects or disciplines are 

collectively cut off from the start – mostly, unfortunately, already from the very first years on 

in a student’s career. 

 

From an organisational point of view, next, it is also difficult to imagine how VET is to be 

maintained as a mode of training and education dwelling in working life practice or 

principles. Historically, VET is sourced in guild organisation and practice – hence, basically 

opponent to the kind of individualisation of training routes currently under way on the one 

hand, respectively, trends of levelling of discipline standards on the other as well as principles 

of equalling practice principles or blurring trades disparately sourced into each other on the 

third side. Sourced in working life, till now VET has been defined either through social 

categories of equity, by means of task-directed work categories or by means of qualification 

or educational standards. Tentatively, all three of which by now seem to be threatened. 

Schools’ orientation towards working life is generally honoured and promoted, whereas the 

practice base successively is demolished, overtrumped or left out. Standards of employability 

are no longer experience based but future directed – a platform for lifelong learning – as 

rooted in performance standards supposed to stay in disconnection with discipline 

specifications. In other words, what seem to be left are processes of system adaptations 

towards principal, abstract requirement principles with respect to quite general working life 

conditions. 

 

The kind of system optimizing currently in construction favours breath – worths of standards 

as connected with geographical mobility, future directedness, social access and disciplines 
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and professions indiscriminating each other, et cetera. By means of which the Norwegian 

education system – along with the rest of Europe – is supposed to take the lead in the world 

championship in representing the best organised knowledge economy globally to be seen. But 

will that be rendered possible? Maybe as characteristic to Norwegians’ minds and thinking 

mostly a teacher working on curriculum adjustments to be taken in his discipline in 

accordance with rules ascribed by the new reform put it this way: “Actually, what happens at 

the moment skipping old-established principles of craftsmanship out is like running for gold 

medals in the winter Olympics while preferring wax free skis for prepared ones”. Will he 

prove to be right? Will the optimality of evidence-based practice combat expertise? Or, 

perhaps, will proficiency at last combat the game of the smart, sly – and, presumably, slower 

– ones?  

 

To be sure: All skiers know that only on rare occasions of extreme conditions wax free skis 

prove to be best – when in fact nothing whatsoever works for anyone. 

 

References / Epilogue 

To make my statement clear – to me and hopefully also to the reader – I have written an essay 

(or kind of an essay) on my matters of concern. By the same token, however, all references 

are left out. I apologize.  

 

 


